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If you have RC nitro cars, chances are you already know how much it takes to take good care of
their engines. However, what would you do if you find that despite all the care you put into ensuring
that your carâ€™s engine is well taken care of, you find that it wonâ€™t start at all? Here are some of the
things that you can do to identify what is wrong with your RC nitro cars.

1.	The Nitro Fuel

If your engine wonâ€™t start, it may be because youâ€™ve placed the wrong kind of nitro car fuel into you
RC nitro cars engine. Remember to read the instructions that come with your car to make sure that
you use only the best compatible nitro fuel with it.

2.	Tune Your Nitro Engine

Like a regular car, your RC nitro cars engine needs to be tuned before you operate. Also note that
to achieve the optimum performance for your engine, be sure that it has been properly broken in.
The proper break-in procedures and how to tune you car properly are often included in the manual
that comes with your car. Read these and follow them to the letter and you will find that this will be
able to prevent any major engine trouble from happening. If you have neglected where you put your
carâ€™s instruction manual, you can always go online and search for it at the various enthusiastâ€™s sites
that are available online.

3.	The Fuel Lines

A possible reason for your engine to stop working is that fuel is unable to reach the engine. Check
the fuel lines, which deliver the fuel to the carburetor, because it may be at some point clogged with
dirt or air. If these elements are present, then fuel will not flow into the engine and you will find that
your car will be unable to start. If you ever notice any fault with one of your carâ€™s fuel lines, replace it
and get a new one.

4.	Internal Broken Parts

This is probably the most difficult problem to recognize in terms of RC nitro cars, and you may want
to leave this as the last consideration as to why your RC nitro cars engine wonâ€™t start. If you have
already exhausted all the possibilities regarding the problem with your car, then lift the engineâ€™s
cover and take a look inside of it to see whether there is a part that has been broken down or even
worn out. If this is the case, then it is more prudent to consider replacing the engine altogether or
you could opt to send it to its manufacturer for repairs. Itâ€™s really up to you.

Ultimately, you should know that there are several of things that could cause your carâ€™s engine from
not starting, and the key is to not panic and instead try to isolate the problem so that you will be able
to deal with it accordingly.
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Javed Khan - About Author:
RC Toy House is your place to find a RC Nitro Cars and many more.  To purchase these, please
visit our website: a http://www.rctoyhouse.com
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